CHAPTER 1

A. Background of the Study
Final Destination 4 is a movie tell about a young man solve cheats for
avoid death through supernatural power. The story of this film occurs ten years
after the Flight 180 accident, nine years after a car accident Route 23, and four
years after the accident a roller coaster ride Devil's Flight.
This movie has many accidents that people know what happen. This is
know that people have a power that is supernatural power. The Final
Destination or Final Destination 4 as a title in some countries and also final
destination is a horror movie / supernatural in 2009 created in 3D. Despite
getting a negative response from film critics, this film is most successful
istallment of the entire movie Final Destination. Released August 28, 2009, a
film directed by David R. Ellis, the director of Final Destination 2 is still told
about a group of people who chased by death after they were survivors of an
accident.
Final Destination 4 Rest in Pieces is directed by David R. Ellis. The
film is distributed by New Line Cinema (Warner Bros.) and is scheduled to be
shown on cinemas this month of August. The film, also known as Final
Destination 4 is produced by Craig Perry and Warren Zide. Eric Bress wrote a
script that impressed producer Craig Perry and New Line Cinema and thus,
The Final Destination 4 was set for filming. Eric Bress (Borrell) is an
American screenwriter, film director and producer, probably best known for
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his work on the Final Destination series and The Butterfly Effect. He
frequently collaborates with J. Mackye Gruber.
His most recent project, The Alchemyst: The Secrets of the Immortal
Nicholas Flamel, is in development. He also has another project in
development Blind sighted with his writing partner J. Mackye Gruber. Bress
went to school at Hackley, an independent school in Tarrytown, and is a
graduate of Syracuse University, where he studied film. He is originally from
New York. He worked as a sound engineer before becoming a screenwriter.
Final Destination 4 is a movie tell about a young man solve cheats for
avoid death through supernatural power. The story of this film occurs ten years
after the Flight 180 accident, nine years after a car accident Route 23, and four
years after the accident a roller coaster ride Devil's Flight.
The film starts from the four friends, namely Nick O'Bannon and his
girlfriend Lori Milligan who came with two other friends, Janet Cunningham
and Hunt Wynorski to go to a stadium match at McKinley Speedway car.
There, Nick had a vision that shows how a car actually rolled with a firm and
makes a big accident, which resulted in almost all the people on the Podium
180 died with a horrible and cruel. Deaths were still evident when Nick
realized that it was all just a strange premonition dreams. But Nick realized
that almost all the activities and the same words as in his dream. Nick believes
his three friends to go and then, some people become angry and make a scene,
making 13 people decided to exit the stadium and continue the problem. At
that moment, the cars exploded, as in a dream Nick. A racist, Carter, who told
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his wife Cynthia to remain in the stadium trying to get back while Samantha
hugged his three children and survived her husband because, in the incident, a
floating tire and hit the head of Nadia, causing his head shattered.
On the night of grief in the rubble McKinley Speedway, Carter that his
wife did not survive the accident decided to burn a cross in the yard guard
McKinley, George Lanter (this act is a racist act in which a sensible man who
burned a cross at the home of black people to create terror .) Before he could
finish it, Carter is accidentally dragged by a large chain in his truck behind the
car that dragged him into the street, while kerosene flowing from behind the
chain, making sparks turn into flames and chains Carter burned alive before it
exploded.
The next day, Lori explain by Nick that Nick dreams of the signs in
Carter's death scene, and on the same day they decided to research via the
internet about this oddity. On that day, Samantha who, having gone makeup at
the salon, with a tragic death when a stone thrown by a lawn mower fast,
penetrating eyes of Samatha and died instantly. Afterwards Lori and Nick
invited Janet and Hunt for their believe, and was rebuffed. Then Lori and Nick
successfully convinced George to warn the people who survived the accident.
Andy Kewzer, girlfriend Nadia, died because his body was thrown by a high
pressure gas cylinders to make his body destroyed. Also when Jontahan
Grove, a cowboy who survived the accident, crushed by tub on her hospital
ward resulted in a fatal death.
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At the same time, they split up, Lori and George search for Janet while
Nick looking for Hunt. Lori and George managed to save Janet from the
accident at the automatic car wash, but failed to rescue Nick Hunt whose body
is sucked dryer high-pressure water pool and makes the organ in his body
gushed. Sure to save Janet means cheat death, they think everything is finished
and on the day while George and Nick take a walk around the house Nick,
Lori and Janet went to watch a 3D movie in theaters.
On the road, just as he crossed the street, George was hit by an
ambulance and Nick realizes all is not yet finished, he went to his car and go
to the Mall where Lori and Janet watched, it was an accident happens in the
studio space that has not been completed, fire spattered there and make a fire
start creeping into gasoline tanks, unfortunately, the studio that has not
finished it right behind the studio where Janet and Lori watch. Nick managed
to save Lori exactly when the explosion occurred, Janet died at the cinema and
Nick tried to find a way out. In a broken escalator, escalator machine crushed
to death Lori and Nick are still horrified, realized that he was still there on the
street, he could still save Lori and Janet (George remained off hit). Then Nick
went to the studios that have not finished it, and at last, managed to extinguish
the fire which began to spread.
A week later, all three agreed to a drink together at a cafe on the edge
of an intersection, Nick warned the workers who were in a buffer iron to fix a
loose foot buffer. Nick then drink along with Lori and Janet. Nick realizes that
something is wrong with it, began to see that all the signs preceding death
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were there with a strange sight. He realized that all the previous disasters and
accidents is just a trick from the death to disguise the actual death of Nick and
his two friends, then a big truck to avoid the collapse of the iron buffer,
swerved and hit a glass wall where Nick, Lori, and Janet sat there. They hit
and resulted in three dead. Making dead people who know the purpose of
accident in McKinley Speedway.
Final Destination 4 is an interesting movie, there are four aspects that
make this movie is really interesting. The first is Final Destination 4 has the
amazing story, this is a story tell about there is a young man try to solve
cheat‟s death to avoid the death. Nick O‟bannon has supernatural power and
use his power to help his friends to solve cheats death, but all his way failed
and one by one people dead especially Nick O‟ Bannon.
The second aspects are the visualization and the cast of the movie.
David R Ellis make the audiences enjoy and feel scary of the effect 3D on
Final Destination movie. In this film Nick O‟ Bannon as the main of figure
and he has Supernatural power and success save his friend until 2 people save
such as: Janet and Lori/ girlfriend‟s Nick O‟ Bannon. Nick thinks that death
has ended hunted them, but that‟s not true. Finally, Nick and 2 friends dead
when they are lunch in Café.
The third is the feeling appears in this movie. Nick O‟Bannon feeling
always true when Nick, Janet, Lori were lunch in Café. Actually, Nick has
feeling that they will dead in café while he see article on desk‟s café written
down “Here It‟s”. But that article does not answered by Nick and Nick just
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knows when he get article again. When Nick knows that their dead come, he
say „„dead not yet end‟‟ suddenly Trailer crash them. So, they are dead in Café.
The last is the Horror of this movie, David R Ellis as the directed
wants the audience really enjoy and scary when Nick O‟Bannon failed save
Janet and Lori although he was trying feeling eyesight to avoid death. Nick
failed to save life‟s all friends and finally Nick also becomes victim of dead of
Car race.
Based on the reason the writer observes Final Destination 4 movie
using Psychoanalytic theory. So, the writer constructs the title Anxiety Of
Nick O’Bannon In David R Ellis’ Rest In Pieces.Final Destination 4
(2009): A Psychoanalytic Approach.

B. Literature Review
As long as the writer knows, Final destination 4 movie has not been
analyzed in Muhammadiyah University of Surakarta and around of Surakarta
and Yogyakarta region.

C. Problem Statement
Based on research background above, the writer purposes the problem
of the study “How is Anxiety of Nick O‟Bannon reflected
Destination 4 movie 2009 directed by David R. Ellis?”

in Final
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D. Limitation of the Study
The writer focuses on analyzing anxiety in the character of Nick
O‟bannon as main characters in Final Destination 4 (2009) based on a
Psychological Approach.

E. Objective of the Study
According to the problem statement above, the writer has some
objectives of the study as follows:
1. To analyze the movie based on Nick O‟bannon anxiety which influence he
looking for the right decision to fight the destiny note in David .R Ellis„s
(2009) based on a Psychological Approach.
2. To analyze the movie based on structural elements of the movie.

F. Benefit of the Study
There are two benefits that expected from this study are as follows:
1. Theoretical Benefit
The study is hoped to give some contributions of the large body of
knowledge to the literary study in Arabian Nights movie based on a
Humanistic Psychological Approach.
2. Practical Benefit
The study is expected to improve the researcher‟s understanding
and competence in applying a Humanistic Psychological Approach.
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G. Research Method
1. Type of the Study
The type of the study of this research is qualitative research besides
book and other related references to support the subject matter. Qualitative
research is a type of scientific research because it does not include
calculation and enumeration.
2. Object of the Study
The object of study is Nick O‟bannon in Final Destination 4 movie
directed by David R. Ellis.
3. Type of the Data and the Data Source
There are two data in this research:
a. Primary Data Source
The primary data source of the study is the movie of Final
Destination movie directed by David R. Ellis.
b. Secondary Data Source
The secondary data source of the study is literary books, the
biography of the author and the director, website, and other relevant
data that support the analysis.
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4. Technique of the Data Collection
The technique of data collection is library research, the several
steps are:
a. Watching and understanding movie in several times
b. Taking notes of information part in both primary and secondary data
c. Reading the related books to search data information
d. Searching website and other resources that related to the movie
e. Classifying and determining the relevant data
5. Technique of the Data Analysis
The technique of the data analysis is descriptive analysis that
concerns with the structural elements of the movie and based on
psychoanalytic approach.

H. Research Paper Organization
This research uses the theory of Psychoanalytic approach. Conception
of Sigmund Freud is used to study this problem presented in the Final
Destination 4 movie by David R. Ellis that is anxiety in Nick O‟bannon as the
major character.
They are five chapters in this research paper. Chapter one is
Introduction includes the Background of the Study, Literature Review,
Problem Statement, Limitation of the Study, Objective of the Study, Benefits
of the Study, Underlying Theory, Notion of Psychoanalytic, Basic Concept of
Psychoanalytic, Structural Elements of the Movie, Research Method, Paper
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Organization. Chapter two is underlying theory. It deals with the notin of
psychoanalytic theory, the basic concepts of psychoanalysis and theoretical
application. Chapter three is structural analysis of the film, including narrative
and technical elements. Chapter four is dealing with the analysis of the major
character using psychoanalytic approach. And the last chapter is conclusion
and suggestion of the research.

